
Financial Freedom. Anywhere.

Enterprise Integration 
Platform (EIP)
Our EIP solution allows you to be 
agile and flexible with a light-weight, 
high performance system, enabling 
quick integrations and comprehensive 
interoperability among applications.

Get to market faster and reduce your total cost 
by self-serving and managing your third party 
integrations with your team, on your schedule. 
Our module helps to centralize and standardize 
integration practices across your entire 
infrastructure, freeing up your team to focus on 
your core business objectives, while reducing 
your total cost of ownership.

New revenue streams are part of your roadmap, 
with EIP, you can easily add third party partners 
to enhance your offering, attract more customers, 
and, ultimately, increase your revenue.

Key features
 Comprehensive — Lightweight, high performance,  

comprehensive solution that allows a local development 
team to instantiate external integrations at any time  
without requiring direct involvement with Telepin’s  
development team.

 API support — Supports standard out-of-the-box APIs, 
multiple integration patterns and messaging related 
services, enabling interoperability among systems and 
business applications.

 Dashboard analytics — Provides an intuitive tool for a 
smooth experience in development and production 
deployments and the ability to incorporate specific analytics 
dashboards to gain better insights into system performance. 

 Stable and scalable — Able to handle a large number  
of integrations with a quick implementation and  
deployment time. 

We understand mobile financial transactions better than any 
general value-added services infrastructure and have worked 
with many tier-one mobile operators around the globe. We 
apply this knowledge to deliver best-in-class solutions.

Our Mobile Financial Services address:

 Your need to differentiate and extend your communications 
network by offering new and differentiated services.

 Your subscribers’ need for convenience and the ability to 
conduct financial transactions via their phone, giving them 
financial inclusion.

 Your merchants’ desire to incorporate mobile commerce as 
a payment mechanism.

 Your concerns for security, privacy, and reliability.
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About Telepin

Telepin’s customer base includes successful deployments with tier-one mobile operators in the Middle East, Africa, and the Americas.  

With more than 256 million subscribers and more than a million merchants, we have securely processed more than 10 billion transactions— 

a number that grows daily. Our stable, trusted mobile payment solutions offer mobile operators the most efficient and trusted way to  

maximize revenue and deliver innovative mobile applications that give financial power to people—whatever their circumstances and location.

Wherever they live, people 
need a secure way to save 
money and pay for everyday 
goods and services.
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From individual food vendors 
to multi-location big-box 
retailers, Telepin connects 
you—securely—to customers’ 
mobile wallets.
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Moving money seamlessly 
in the most efficient and 
trusted way—wherever, 
whenever.
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Features and benefits
Vendor protocol support — Support for multiple integration 
patterns, enabling interoperability among various 
heterogeneous systems and business applications.

Intuitive tools — Intuitive, visually supported tools for 
a smooth experience in development environments and 
production deployments.

Dashboard analytics — Integration with business intelligence 
software tools for dashboard analytics, allowing better views 
into system performance. 

At-a-glance analysis over multiple system functions, tracing 
message flows, for better visibility during development.

API sandbox monetization — Sandbox provided that can 
be used for up-sell purposes, introducing various developer 
registration packages such as Bronze/Silver/Gold packages.

Each package offers different access to functionalities  
in the EIP.
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